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HAWATT TO EL-BADAR 
 
HAWATT MICHAEL HAWATT 
EL-BADAR LEILA EL-BADAR (HAWATT) 

EL-BADAR: Hi [Bob]. 

HAWATT: Hi Leila, how's it going? 

EL-BADAR: How are you?  [Praise to god].  How's everything? 

HAWATT: Not bad. We settle on the unit today. 

EL-BADAR: Oh beautiful, that's good. Aren't you happy? 

HAWATT: (INAUDIBLE) on the Gold Coast, yeah - yeah very happy, yeah (INAUDIBLE). 

EL-BADAR: Oh excellent [congratulations]. 

HAWATT: Yeah thanks Talal as well for that. 

EL-BADAR: Oh that's alright. 

HAWATT: Without him, we couldn't have done it. 

EL-BADAR: No - no it doesn’t matter, that's good. [Praise to god] everyone - it's good to know 
people and to help each other. 
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HAWATT: Yeah I know. Tell him, you guys got the thing ‘r’ - it's been done your letter so 
we're going to have to just wait for it now (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Oh alright. 

HAWATT: (INAUDIBLE) 

EL-BADAR: Alright. 

HAWATT: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) more there's nothing to be done, so - 

EL-BADAR: Okay no - no - but he - but he can’t - like the people won't obviously make the 
same offer. 

HAWATT: No (UNINTELLIGIBLE) just subject to that it's coming through not a - not a 
problem - 

EL-BADAR: Oh [praise to god] - 

HAWATT: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) as far as I’m concerned it’s done. 

EL-BADAR: Did you - did you drop your  - your bag (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - oh he woke her 
up.  Sorry my kids woke up    

HAWATT: Yeah. 
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EL-BADAR: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) did you drop your washing off? 

HAWATT: No. Where are you? Aren't you at home? 

EL-BADAR: I'm at my in-laws now. 

HAWATT: Oh your in-laws. 

EL-BADAR: Yeah. 

HAWATT: Yeah. Yeah listen could you let me know when you want to - the unit, 'cause I'm 
going to try to get furniture after (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Oh alright I will because my friend is going in July, she wants us to go with them at 
the same time - 

HAWATT: (INAUDIBLE) book (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: - they're - they're staying at the Sea World Nara Resort is that far from there? 

HAWATT: No it's all - it's all - it's about ten minutes drive from there (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah alright. I don’t go to Queensland in summer I don’t like it's too busy, but I'll 
go in the - like the colder sort of time. 
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HAWATT: Well you know it's yours whenever you want it just let us know (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Alright. So you settled today? 

HAWATT: - (UNINTELLIGIBLE) but you need to book it. Yeah settled today yeah. 

EL-BADAR: When are you going? 

HAWATT: I can’t go until the - I get some furniture in there. 

EL-BADAR: Okay, well - so do I book it through you? 

HAWATT: Yeah - yeah just let me know and I'll tell the guys - tell the guys. 

EL-BADAR: Alright - alright beautiful. Alright [Bob] thank you 

HAWATT: Alright Leila.  

HAWATT: Alright bye. 

CALL ENDS 
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